Guidelines for Using SPELL-Links™ eStickers with SPELL-Links Pattern Inventory & Analysis Tool (PIAT) Inventories

- If you are administering the PIAT inventory as a pre-test and to identify areas of instructional need, select the grade-level PIAT inventory that matches the student’s current grade level. If the student is an extremely poor speller, you may wish to administer the grade-level PIAT inventory that is one grade below the student’s current grade level.

- If you are using the PIAT inventory to track progress over time, administer the same PIAT inventory that was completed for the pre-test.

Administer ALL items of the selected inventory. A student’s misspellings provide a window into what language knowledge, skills, and strategies the student doesn’t have and isn’t applying. The more spellings and misspellings you collect from a student, the more useful information you will have to inform and direct your individualized instruction.

continued….
Name: ___________________________________       Date: ____________

Administered List: ____________

1. __________________________ 11. ________________________
2. __________________________ 12. ________________________
3. __________________________ 13. ________________________
4. __________________________ 14. ________________________
5. __________________________ 15. ________________________
6. __________________________ 16. ________________________
7. __________________________ 17. ________________________
8. __________________________ 18. ________________________
9. __________________________ 19. ________________________
10. _________________________ 20. ________________________

Notes:
K/1 – Word List

1. **nod** – The student will **nod** his head yes.
2. **mud** – Mud can make your shoes dirty.
3. **pet** – Many families have a dog as a **pet**.
4. **win** – If you score more points, you **win** the game.
5. **sob** – Sometimes when I get sad, I **sob**.
6. **kit** – You should keep an emergency **kit** in your car.
7. **nap** – A **nap** is a great way to feel better when you are tired.
8. **jet** – A **jet** is a type of plane.
9. **lap** – Going around the circle is one **lap**.
10. **yet** – I have not started my homework **yet**.
11. **gum** – Chewing **gum** can taste like mint.
12. **quit** – You should not **quit** a game.
13. **top** – The opposite of bottom is **top**.
14. **sad** – Some people cry when they are **sad**.
15. **zip** – You may have to **zip** up a jacket.
16. **hut** – A small house can be called a **hut**.
17. **fed** – Your parents make sure you are **fed** dinner each night.
18. **van** – A family drives in a **van**.
19. **rip** – You shouldn’t **rip** buttons out of shirts.
20. **fox** – A **fox** is an animal with red fur.
Grade 1 – Word List

1. sang – She sang a song for the talent show.
2. shakes – The ground shakes when there is an earthquake.
3. sock – You put a sock on before your shoe.
4. bike – You must balance when riding a bike.
5. shut – The door will shut if you don’t hold it open.
6. here – I wish she was here with me.
7. car – You must be safe when driving a car.
8. uses – She uses paintbrushes to paint a picture.
9. king – The king is the ruler of his kingdom.
10. than – A dog is bigger than a mouse.
11. more – There are more jellybeans than skittles.
12. dishes – The sink has dirty dishes in it.
13. white – My white shirt has a stain on it.
14. thick – A milkshake can be too thick to drink.
15. cave – There could be a bear living in the cave.
16. passes – She passes the park every day on her way to school.
17. yells – He yells when he gets angry.
18. ropes – The circus uses ropes for safety.
19. these – These animals are very sweet.
20. won – The football team won their game.
Grade 2 - Word List

1. **body** – It is important to keep your **body** clean.
2. **goose** – A **goose** will fiercely protect its eggs.
3. **beaches** – Many **beaches** have soft sand to play with.
4. **soaked** – She was **soaked** with water after it rained.
5. **piece** – She wanted a **piece** of cake.
6. **pies** – It is common to bring **pies** to Thanksgiving.
7. **wear** – You must **wear** your coat in the winter.
8. **juice** – Many different fruits can be turned into **juice**.
9. **chose** – He **chose** to play football instead of soccer.
10. **aging** – When someone gets older, they are **aging**.
11. **bunnies** – **Bunnies** hop and eat carrots.
12. **unhappy** – She was **unhappy** when she didn’t get picked for the team.
13. **rainbow** – The first color of a **rainbow** is red.
14. **added** – She **added** the numbers together.
15. **raising** – Restaurants are **raising** their prices.
16. **attic** – The **attic** is the space above the garage.
17. **rematch** – If you lose a game, you may want a **rematch**.
18. **high** – The diving board at the pool is very **high**.
19. **city** – A **city** has more people than a town.
20. **gym** – People go to the **gym** to work out.
Grade 3 - Word List

1. lazy – She was lazy and didn’t want to move.
2. joy – She was full of joy when she won the award.
3. risks – He knew there were risks to skydiving.
4. dead – I removed the dead leaves from the plant.
5. unsure – He was unsure of what decision to make.
6. statue – The Statue of Liberty is a famous monument
7. poll – The radio station took a poll to decide what type of music people wanted to hear.
8. maybe – He said maybe when they asked if he wanted to go to the birthday party.
9. rejoin – After you finish cleaning your room you may rejoin your friends outside.
10. gown – She wore a beautiful gown to the dance.
11. wood – They used wood to start the fire.
12. dusting – There was a light dusting of snow outside.
13. scooped – She scooped the ice cream onto the cone.
14. lighter – A feather is lighter than a brick.
15. dodged – He dodged the ball thrown at him during PE.
16. tiniest – The tiniest dog she ever held could fit in her hand.
17. unloading – They spent hours unloading the packed car.
18. caged – Some pets need to be caged for safety.
19. music – Listening to music always made her happy.
20. school – She enjoyed going to school to learn.
Grade 4 - Word List

1. clustered – The mosquitos were clustered around the light.
2. unhinge – He had to unhinge the door to fix it.
3. there’s – There’s a very cute dog at the park.
4. crouches – She crouches down to pet the kitten.
5. coarse – The opposite of smooth is coarse.
6. mustard – Some people like ketchup or mustard on their hot dogs.
7. flannel – The flannel had a checker pattern.
8. trinket – A trinket is a small piece of jewelry.
9. junction – The highways met at a junction.
10. fragrance – Lilacs are a flower with a distinct fragrance.
11. misadventure – A misadventure occurred on their walk when the dog ran off.
12. harsher – The weather is harsher up north than in the south.
13. resulted – They lost their game which resulted in them being removed from the tournament.
14. film – He watched a film at the movie theater.
15. source – She had to find a reliable source for the news story.
16. tricycle – A tricycle has three wheels.
17. indent – You must indent when you start a new paragraph.
18. platforms – There are multiple platforms at the train station.
19. glancing – She kept glancing at the door while waiting for her parents to show up.
20. you’ve – You’ve grown so much over the years!
Grade 5 - Word List

1. bacteria – Some bacteria can make you sick.
2. depressed – If someone is sad for a long time, they could be depressed.
3. comparable – Dogs and wolves have comparable traits.
4. reign – The Queen’s reign over the kingdom has ended.
5. unspoken – There is an unspoken rule to shake someone’s hand when you first meet.
6. knight’s – The knight’s armor kept him safe in battle.
7. submerge – A submarine must submerge under the water.
8. emphasis – She put emphasis on the important part of her presentation.
9. involvement – His involvement in the group project helped their final grade.
10. complication – There was a complication during the play, but they fixed it.
11. nestle – The baby bird began to nestle into its mother.
12. confirmation – She asked for confirmation that her payment was received.
13. dissatisfied – The customer was dissatisfied with their purchase, so they asked for a refund.
14. drove – She drove her car to school every day.
15. mistook – She mistook his words to mean something different.
16. roughest – The roughest part of the water is dangerous to swim in.
17. generally – People are generally nice when asking for directions.
18. alumni – The alumni attended the college basketball game to cheer on their old team.
19. referral – He needed a referral to go see his doctor.
20. outrageous – It is outrageous how tall the Eiffel Tower is.